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Abstract
The development of specific algorithms in image processing are usually related to dataset characteristics. Those characteristics
will influence the number of instructions required to solve a problem. Normally, the more complex a set of instructions is, the
more parameters need to be set. Dealing with such degrees of freedom, sometimes leading to subjective decision making, is
time-consuming and frequently leads to errors or sub-optimal results of the developed model. Here, we deal with a model for
segmentation of masks of tooth images containing a pattern of bands called Hunter-Schreger Bands (HSB). They appear on tooth
surface when lit from the side. This segmentation process is only one step of a pipeline whose overall goal is human biometric
identification to be used, e.g., in forensics. The segmentation algorithm, which exploits the anisotropy of the image, uses several
parameters and choosing the optimal combination of them is challenging. The aim of this work was to utilize visual data analysis
tools to optimize the chosen parameters and to understand their influence on the performance of the algorithm. Our results
reveal that a slightly better combination of parameter values can be found starting from the experimentally determined initial
parameters. This approach can be repeatedly performed to achieve even better parameterizations. To more deeply understand
the influence of the parameters on the final result, more sophisticated visual interaction tools will be explored in future work.

1. Introduction

Tooth enamel is the hardest tissue in human body and can bear high
temperatures, wearing, humidity, pressure [SS95,VdlHM∗00], and
hold their characteristics for thousand of years, as supported by
teeth found in fossils [vK94]. There is an optical phenomenon at
tooth enamel surface level called Hunter-Schreger Bands (HSB),
which occurs when a strong light is set on the side of a tooth.
This phenomenon is present in mammals and has been shown to
resemble the fingerprint pattern, although it has a predominant hor-
izontal orientation [vKHR11,vKRP87]. Previous work also showed
the potential of HSB to be harnessed as a new method for hu-
man identification, since HSB pattern seems to be unique for each
tooth [RL06]. A specific pipeline is currently in development for
biometric application of this idea. The main workflow begins with
a photograph of the tooth crown illuminated laterally, enhancement
of HSB [AFL18], segmentation of HSB region, filtration, feature
extraction, and matching. The main problem for the segmentation
step is the subjective human perception of the useful HSB region
borders, which leads eventually to either quality degradation (for
too large selected regions) or loss of information (for too small se-
lected regions), and also is a time-consuming task. To automate
the process, a specific image processing pipeline was developed,
which we call anisotropy-based segmentation. It involves three pa-
rameters, the tuning of which to achieve the best possible model
performance is the goal of the presented work.

2. Methods

To tackle the segmentation problem, we used ground truth segmen-
tation masks that were created using manual segmentation and it-
erative filtering. As result of the iterative filtering, we gradually
reduce the mask region size up to the point where the filtered
HSB were suitable for biometric analysis. Our dataset so far con-
sists of 124 images (4 different images for each of 31 extracted
teeth). Our anisotropy-based segmentation resizes the initial im-
age, performs edge-detection, blurring, and subtracts the horizon-
tal from the vertical orientation component. The resulting heatmap
highlights dense horizontal features in the tooth image, in par-
ticular the HSB. The heatmap is then passed through normaliza-
tion procedures, has its background removed in two steps and its
shape smoothed. In the end, the mask is resized to the original
image size for segmenting fore- and background. Examples are
shown in Fig. 1. The algorithm has three sensitive parameters:
u is linked to the initial image size reduction. The higher u is,
the larger is the resized image; kx

ky
is the blurring operator shape;

and α is the factor by which mask shape borders are smoothed.
The higher α is, the less the mask shape is smoothed. For eval-
uation of our automated segmentation results, we used a combi-
nation of Intersection over Union (IOU), Exclusive manual seg-
mentation over Union (EMSOU), and Exclusive automated seg-
mentation over Union (EASOU): IOU +EMSOU +EASOU = 1,
where EMSOU and EASOU are components of the Jaccard dis-
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Figure 1: Examples of HSB segmentation. Left to right: ground
truth; automatic segmentation; overlap between masks (light gray
- ground truth; dark gray - automatic mask). (a) Too large region.
(b) Too small region. (c) Slightly larger region. (d) Desirable result.

tance [LW71]. From manual adjustment of the parameters by ex-
perimentation, reference values for each parameter were obtained.
We tested variations of each parameter in the close neighborhood
to observe the impact on the model. From this manual testing, suit-
able parameter values were selected: kx

ky
= 1

3 ; u = 200; α = 0.7.
Around these initial values, further candidate values were sam-
pled. Values for the dependent variables kx and ky were chosen as
(kx,ky) ∈ {(86,86),(61,122),(50,150),(43,172),(39,195)}, re-
sulting in kx

ky
∈ {1, 1

2 ,
1
3 ,

1
4 ,

1
5}. For the independent variables u and

α, we chose the following values: u ∈ {100,150,200,250,300},
α ∈ {0.5,0.6,0.7,0.8,0.9}. As result, we obtained 125 parameter
combinations, all of which were tested on the whole dataset.

3. Results

The best model can be achieved by maximizing IOU and mini-
mizing EMSOU and EASOU. Because EASOU is more critical
to model degradation, and for dimensionality reduction purpose,
we opted to assess model performance by maximizing the function
IOU × (1−EASOU).

The scatter plots (Fig. 2) show a negative correlation between
IOU and EASOU, and EMSOU and EASOU, while IOU and
EMSOU have a positive correlation. From these correlations, we
can interpret that while increasing automated masks size returns
a higher IOU and reduces the difference between manual and au-
tomated masks for some samples, it also increases the chances of
selecting too large masks on other samples.

Regarding testing of the parameters, we found a slightly better
combination of parameters than the one we started from: kx

ky
= 1

2 ,
u = 200, and α = 0.6. The u parameter showed a clear trend with
overlapping clusters through the tested values, where a smaller u

Figure 2: Scatter plots of all descriptors relations according to pa-
rameters kx

ky
(a,b,c), u (d,e,f), and α (g,h,i). The ⋆ symbol represents

the best model setting.

Figure 3: Boxplots of parameters kx
ky

(a), u (b), and α (c).

seems to increase IOU, but also increases EASOU. The α pre-
sented a weak trend over the tested values, where clusters mostly
overlapped each other, where lower values affected IOU positively.
Finally, kx

ky
ratio appeared to have no clustering, but values between

1
2 and 1

3 seemed to achieve the best results. This information can
be confirmed by the boxplots (Fig. 3), which depict the distribution
of results for varying the three parameters, and give hints to bet-
ter approximations if the processing of searching parameter values
around the optimized ones is repeated within smaller ranges.

4. Limitations and future works

Even with improved results, there are still segmented images with
poor quality (Fig. 1a,b). Of course, there are methods to work
around these problems that could be added to the main biomet-
ric pipeline, e.g. post-segmentation quality control. However, those
methods depend on repetition of steps, thus increasing the compu-
tational cost. Therefore, in future works, we would like to make use
of visual data analysis frameworks like link-and-brush to further
explore the relation between computational parameters and the re-
sulting segmentations. In particular, it might be interesting to look
at derived attributes of the segmented masks including shape de-
scriptors, curvature, and orientation together with a direct visualiza-
tion of the segmented shape. To this end, parallel coordinate plots
might be well suited to depict both the parameter space and the at-
tribute space, and allow one to explore their mutual influence. This
might lead to a further optimization of the parameters regarding the
performance of the overall biometric identification pipeline.
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